A New Memorial for Joseph Lancaster
Since 1874 the grave of Joseph Lancaster, ‘The Poor Child’s Friend’ in the Green-Wood Cemetery,
Brooklyn, New York City, has been marked by a modest Quaker memorial stone. It reads simply Joseph
Lancaster of England. 10 Mo 23, 1858. The date, in the Quaker convention, translates as 23rd October (the
tenth month).
Lancaster lies, in the children’s section of the cemetery, next to Samuel Waddington Seton (1789-1869), a
contemporary of Lancaster, who, as a member of the New York Public School Society, worked with
parents in poor areas to encourage school attendance. He is, in a remarkably similar way, referred to on
the memorial as “The Lifelong Friend of the Children”. It is also engraved with his wish “Bury me with the
Children’.
In October 2019 a new stone was placed next to Lancaster’s original memorial.
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These works were funded by personal donations from friends and volunteers of the British Schools
Museum, Hitchin Hertfordshire and Ricardo Lopez-Portillo y Lancaster-Jones. Ricardo is a great great great
great grandson of Joseph. The project was led from the UK by Heather Baim, a volunteer at the British
Schools Museum with the support of the Lancaster jones family.
Jahongir “Jhon” Usmanov, a researcher/genealogist in Brooklyn organised the creation of the new
memorial.
Why is Joseph Lancaster interred in New York?
Lancaster had run into financial trouble by 1807. His supporters ‘rode to the rescue’ in 1808, when Joseph
Fox, William Allen and other Quakers and friends founded Royal Lancasterian Institution to oversee the
school and college in Southwark. They gave Lancaster a well-paid position. Samuel Whitbread raised
funds to pay off Lancaster’s debts. But by 1818 Joseph Lancaster had resigned his position, perhaps
rashly, and set sail for New York with his wife Elizabeth.

That Royal Lancasterian Institution had become the British and Foreign School Society in 1814, for
Lancaster’s dream of ‘Education for All’ had been spreading world-wide. A Lancasterian School had
opened in New York in 1806. Another, in Albany, New York, opened in 1815. So, Lancaster’s journey to
the city was not a trip into the unknown.
< The first Lancasterian, or Free School, of New
York depicted in 1809.

< The caption in very small print here reads
‘Lancaster School House in the City of Albany,
1815, from American Magazine illustrating the
sloping floor of the classroom.
These two Images received via Ricardo LopezPortillo y Lancaster-Jones – with much
gratitude.

Lancaster was welcomed to New York by the State Governor, DeWitt Clinton. The following year, in
January 1819 he addressed Congress on his educational system – and the need for education. He was
then received by the President James Monroe.
He worked widely in Philadelphia, Boston, New York and New Jersey, and in Montreal, Canada. A journey
to Caracas in what was then Great Columbia, now Venezuela, proved disappointing. He had gone at the
invitation of Simon Bolivar but remained unpaid for his work upon return to the USA.
It seems Lancaster was extremely ambitious, wanting to do more and more, but at the same time feeling
let down by many who could not, perhaps, keep up with him. With today’s medical knowledge, it is
believed he had developed bipolar disorder, suffering severe mood swings.
These sentiments are apparent in his autobiography published in New Haven, Connecticut, in 1833,
entitled “Chief Events and Transactions in the Life of Joseph Lancaster, containing an account of the rise
and progress of the Lancasterian System of Education; and the author’s future usefulness to mankind;
Written by himself and published to promote the education of his family”. As a Quaker, by using the words
‘his family’, he referred to all those around him for whom he was dedicating his efforts.

The Death of Joseph Lancaster
When the end came for Joseph Lancaster, it was by a tragic accident. The Tuesday morning edition of the
New York Morning Herald, October 23rd 1838 carried the following report:
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The next day, October 24, 1938, the Long Island Farmer and Queen’s County Advertiser gave more, and
more graphic, detail of the accident:

And a week later came news, in the ‘Advertiser’, of Lancaster’s death:

Careful reading of those reports shows confusion as to his age – ‘about 50’ or ‘67’. He was in fact 59,
almost 60. The exact dates of the accident, and of his death, are also a little doubtful – perhaps depending
on the date the reports were filed vs the dates of issue of the papers.
It can be seen though that Lancaster was indeed well known and recognised for his pioneering work in
education – and both newspapers acknowledge that his name would endure into history!
But also, in the final paragraph of the last report, it is clear that he had once more entered ‘distressed
circumstances’.
His burial in Houston Street Cemetery, Brooklyn, is recorded in the Quaker archives in Philadelphia.

Quaker Burial Archives, Philadelphia

The entry reads:
10 mo 24/ Died Joseph Lancaster / 62 years / at the Washington Hotel Williamsburg.
Was killed as a consequence of the horse of G Tappan the waggoner.
6th row and the ninth grave from the north end.
10 Mo 24 is the Quaker way of recording October (10th month) 24th. Again, the age is not correct!
But, even burial was not the last move for poor Joseph…….
In 1874 the Houston Street Cemetery was to be redeveloped. The remains of those buried there were
removed and reinterred in Green-Wood Cemetery, in Prospect Park, New York.
Today, Lancaster lies there under his original small headstone, but now with the new memorial to
proclaim his life’s achievements.

< Ricardo Lopez-Portillo y Lancaster Jones, third from left, with
his father Armando (left) and brothers Francisco and Rodrigo
attended the unveiling of the memorial in Green-Wood
Cemetery, October 2019.

They also visited the school – Public School No 1 - in the
building that now stands on the site of that first, 1806,
Lancasterian School, and presented the Principal, Amy Hom,
with a portrait, by Ricardo, of Joseph Lancaster.
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